Stencil and Bumper Cut-Out for
2015+ WRX/STI Front Mounted Intercooler
2017-06-15
Thank you for purchasing this PERRIN product for your car! Installation of this product should only be performed by persons experienced with installation of aftermarket performance parts and
proper operation of high performance vehicles. If vehicle needs to be raised off the ground for installation, the installer must use proper jacks, jack-stands and/or a professional vehicle hoist for
safety of the installer and to protect property. If the vehicle is lifted improperly, serious injury or death may occur! Please read through all instructions before performing any portion of
installation. If you have any questions, please contact our tech department prior to starting installation. We can be reached in any of the following methods:
Email Tech@PERRINperformance.com
Instant Chat off the main page of www.PERRINperformance.com
Or simply call our tech team at 503-693-1702

SPECIAL NOTES:
•

We have found the best tool for cutting bumpers is a larger handle X-Acto knife, while the bumper is at 70F or warmer. Air tools will work as well, but will not leave as clean of an edge.
Make sure and take extreme caution while using sharp tools as injury can occur.

Parts Included with the Stencil:
•
•

(1) Stencil for PERRIN Logo
(1) Template for Larger Bumper Cutout

Instructions for Bumper Cutout
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

Clean bumper to ensure template will stick to it.
Using scissors, cut bumper cutout from upper section making sure to leave masking on stock.
Remove backing to expose sticky side of vinyl. Using picture below, line up stencil with holes in bumper and small groove around bumper grill.
If done correctly, template should line up level with bumper and the angles on the sides will form continuous lines to lower grill opening.
Firmly press down on masking to get template to stick to bumper, then slowly peel off masking.
Using an X-cacto knife, scribe your line around outside of template a minimum of 4 times and make sure that each time you press a little more
into the bumper.
a. If you choose to use an air tool to cut out bumper, simply follow the line all the way around.
Find an edge and continue to cut all the way through bumper, making sure to apply even force the whole way around cut. NOTE: Once you
have an edge you can grab, pull bumper away from cut with a decent amount of force, as this will help to make the cutting easier.

Instructions for PERRIN Stencil
1.
2.
3.

Remove intercooler from vehicle. This step will vary quite a bit depending on the state of installation.
If there is already a logo, simply flip core over. If not, clean intercooler core to ensure paint and vinyl will stock to core.
Remove backing to expose sticky side of vinyl.
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4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Using the rectangle shape of the stencil as a guide, simply line up rectangle shape with intercooler core.
Firmly press on vinyl making sure to get down and around each letter.
Remove masking slowly from intercooler.
Using almost any kind of automotive paint in a can, spray over logo. Make sure and spray from many angles to ensure paint gets down deep
into core.
Wait for paint to dry and remove stencil.

Questions, Comments and Suggestions Contact: Tech@PERRINperformance.com
Visit Our Website for Instant Chat Options at www.PERRINperformance.com
Call Our Tech Team at 503-693-1702
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